1. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** the cup
   **Example:** The cup is the trophy that is given to the winners of the competition.

2. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** cup-tie
   **Example:** A cup-tie is a match in the elimination stages of a competition. The loser of a cup-tie is knocked out of the competition.

3. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** the draw
   **Example:** At the beginning of a competition, the clubs are drawn by random to decide which teams play against each other. This is the draw.

4. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** derby
   **Example:** When two teams from the same town or same area play together, the match is known as a derby match.

5. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** final
   **Example:** The last match in a cup competition is called the final. The winner of the final is the winner of the whole competition.

6. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** friendlies
   **Example:** When teams play against each other for practice and not as part of a competition, the matches are known as friendlies.

7. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** group stage
   **Example:** The group stage of a competition is the stage where all of the teams play each other in groups and the winners and runners-up go through to the knockout stage.

8. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** qualifiers
   **Example:** Qualifiers are matches before a competition which are used to decide which teams are good enough to play in the competition.

9. **Vocabulary:**
   **The Cup:**
   **English:** quarter-final
   **Example:** The quarter-finals are matches in the knockout stage of a competition. The quarter-finals are for the final eight teams and the winners go through to the semi-finals.

10. **Vocabulary:**
    **The Cup:**
    **English:** semi-final
    **Example:** The semi-finals are the matches in the knockout stage of a competition before the finals. The last four teams play in the semi-finals.